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Abstract: Invasive noxious weed species (INWS) are typical poisonous plants and forbs that are con-
sidered an increasing threat to the native alpine grassland ecosystems in the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau
(QTP). Accurate knowledge of the continuous cover of INWS across complex alpine grassland ecosys-
tems over a large scale is required for their control and management. However, the cooccurrence
of INWS and native grass species results in highly heterogeneous grass communities and generates
mixed pixels detected by remote sensors, which causes uncertainty in classification. The continuous
coverage of INWS at the pixel level has not yet been achieved. In this study, objective 1 was to test
the capability of Senginel-2 imagery at estimating continuous INWS cover across complex alpine
grasslands over a large scale and objective 2 was to assess the performance of the state-of-the-art
convolutional neural network-based regression (CNNR) model in estimating continuous INWS cover.
Therefore, a novel CNNR model and a random forest regression (RFR) model were evaluated for
estimating INWS continuous cover using Sentinel-2 imagery. INWS continuous cover was estimated
directly from Sentinel-2 imagery with an R2 ranging from 0.88 to 0.93 using the CNNR model. The
RFR model combined with multiple features had a comparable accuracy, which was slightly lower
than that of the CNNR model, with an R2 of approximately 0.85. Twelve green band-, red-edge
band-, and near-infrared band-related features had important contributions to the RFR model. Our
results demonstrate that the CNNR model performs well when estimating INWS continuous cover
directly from Sentinel-2 imagery, and the RFR model combined with multiple features derived from
the Sentinel-2 imager can also be used for INWS continuous cover mapping. Sentinel-2 imagery is
suitable for mapping continuous INWS cover across complex alpine grasslands over a large scale.
Our research provides information for the advanced mapping of the continuous cover of invasive
species across complex grassland ecosystems or, more widely, terrestrial ecosystems over large spatial
areas using remote sensors such as Sentinel-2.

Keywords: invasive noxious weed species continuous cover; deep learning; convolutional neural
network regression; random forest regression; Sentinel-2 imagery; alpine grassland ecosystems

1. Introduction

Invasive noxious weed species (INWS) are typical poisonous plants and forbs [1].
INWS are currently considered a major threat to global natural ecosystems [2–4]. On the
one hand, invasive species have dramatic impacts on biodiversity, ecosystem function,
and services [5,6]. The high competition abilities, strong growth rates, and rapid veg-
etative reproduction abilities of invasive species lead to native species replacement as
they establish dominant communities [6,7], alter soil proprieties and ecosystem nutrient
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cycles [8,9], and, hence, threaten the sustainability of the function and service of native
ecosystems [10,11]. On the other hand, invasive species also cause economic losses due to
the expense invested in their management, productivity reduction caused by overgrowing,
and the altered use values of ecosystem services [12,13]. Additionally, invasive species
affect human well-being through disruptions of natural environmental conditions and loss
of landscape aesthetics [14–16]. As the impacts of INWS on the alpine grassland ecosystem
of the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (QTP) have lasted for decades and pose a series of severe
ecological, economic, and social risks, effectively understanding and managing invasive
species are particularly essential for the sustainable development of ecosystems [17–19].

The fundamental management and intervention of invasive species require a detailed
understanding of their invasion and spread processes, such as their spatial distribution
extent and cover [19,20]. The latest maps that describe the current status of invasive species
are extremely valuable for the decision-making and planning of preintervention and quick-
response conservation measures in their early invasion stage [6,21]. However, the evolution
process of invasive species is commonly complex and spatially and temporally dynamic;
the diversity of corresponding anthropogenic and natural drivers makes it harder to
detect [20]. Previous studies have accomplished these aims with field-based investigations
and acquired detailed site-level invasive species data; however, this is laborious, time-
consuming, and costly. In addition, field-based surveys primarily focus on the local scale
and are often limited in spatial extent, neglecting a synoptic view and being insufficient for
collecting larger-scale invasive species information, which may hamper a comprehensive
understanding of invasive species expansion in continuous processes [22,23]. In this regard,
remote sensing techniques have been suggested as an efficient alternative for continuous
invasive species detection, monitoring, and mapping over large spatial areas [24,25].

Previous remote sensing applications for mapping invasive species were typically
based on a combination of spectral [26–28], texture, and object-based analysis [24,29,30] or
functional features [31–33] of the target species extracted from optical multispectral [34,35],
hyperspectral [36–38], and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [39–41] data sources. For instance,
studies have used both multispectral and hyperspectral imagery collected by airborne and
satellite sources to detect woody and grass invasive species [6,42,43]. The commonly
used data analysis methods in these remote sensing applications are feature-driven and
rely on feature metrics derived from imagery [9,22,44,45]. Although these feature-driven
approaches obtained satisfactory performance (over 85% overall accuracy) in invasive
species detection studies, defining a series of appropriate feature metrics is challenging.
On the one hand, this feature engineering process requires a wealth of knowledge of a
target species’ biological properties and the interactions with the measured electromagnetic
signal by a specific sensor; on the other hand, the manual feature selection procedure is
personal and subjective and influences the accuracy of the features. Moreover, the numerous
feature variables needed make it inefficient and impossible to derive sufficient predictors
effectively and flexibly [46,47]. Therefore, they cannot automatically and sufficiently exploit
information to detect different species’ characteristics [48]. In contrast, recent studies
have highlighted the capability of deep learning in remote sensing vegetation applications
because it outperforms traditional data analysis methods [46,49,50].

Deep learning (DL) algorithms have demonstrated state-of-the-art performance in
classification and regression tasks across the remote sensing community [51–53]. The DL
model is composed of multiple processing layers and allows data to be learned through
multiple abstractions [54], which means that it is able to extract spatial, spectral, and
temporal features automatically from complex geographic datasets and remote sensing
images and circumvent the feature engineering process [47,52]. Among the mainstream DL
algorithms, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the most popular and commonly
used in remote sensing vegetation applications [46,50,52,55,56]. Studies using U-net CNNs
to map woody vegetation extent with high spatial resolution satellite imagery in Australia
reported an overall accuracy of approximately 90% [57]. Recently, CNNs have also been
used in invasive species detection and have acquired promising results [28,58–64]. For
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example, [47] developed a CNN model and worked with high spatial and spectral satel-
lite Worldview-2 imagery to detect invasive species across a heterogeneous landscape in
Minnesota, USA, and reported a high accuracy of 96.1%.

Despite the results achieved in remote sensing invasive species detection applications
with CNN-based methods, we detected gaps that currently limit a wider implementation
of CNNs with remote sensing imagery for mapping invasive species. Firstly, CNNs are cur-
rently most often designed for remote sensing classification tasks that assign one class label
to each pixel, but are less often developed for regression problems that predict a variable
with a continuous value at each pixel. However, most natural environmental factors are
represented as a nature of continuous distribution, particularly vegetation factors that fea-
ture a gradual change [65–67]. To this end, producing a discrete boundary map by a “hard”
classifier that allocates each image pixel to only one labeled class may be inappropriate [68].
In addition, the heterogeneous community can produce mixed classes within an image
pixel, which is particularly obvious in grassland communities due to the co-occurrence
habitat of different grass species, such as native species and invasive species [48,67,68].
This can be resolved using high-resolution data in which pixels can match the individual
plant size. However, sensors that can capture individual plant sizes remain rare, and
even unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based images often do not meet the requirements;
nonetheless, the limitation of the small spatial areas covered by UAV imagery still hampers
wider application in large-scale invasive species mapping [33]. Therefore, as vegetation
is more appropriately described by continuous metrics, flexible and robust methods that
can map target vegetation variables (invasive species cover) to a continuous scale rather
than a discrete class are urgently needed. Recently, the convolutional neural network-based
regression (CNNR) model has also been widely applied in the estimation of continuous
metrics across multiple disciplines, achieving promising results and outperforming the
traditional regression model [46,69–72].

Because noxious weed plants feature an unpalatable taste and are poisonous, they are
not preferred by animals [73]. To date, the original edible plants are still dominant in com-
munities; however, noxious weed species have become the secondary population and, in
some areas, dominate grass communities due to their high adaptivity, competitiveness, and
strong reproductive capacity. Therefore, it is essential to collect detailed cover information
on INWS to develop a database enabling analysis for an improved understanding of their
invasion patterns and dynamics for decision-making.

The Sentinel-2 images provided by the European Space Agency (ESA) are global and
cost-free, with high spatial and temporal resolutions that cover a wide swath width, and
the spatial resolution and bands may be sufficient to serve as critical data sources in the
remote sensing-based mapping ranges of targeted invasive species continuous cover on a
large scale [74]. Sentinel-2 has been utilized in a series of remote sensing-based vegetation
applications [75–78]; however, only a few studies have tested the capability of Sentinel-2
data to map invasive plant species cover, especially across grassland ecosystems [6,79,80].
In this study, Sentinel-2 satellite imagery was our data source.

The INWS in the alpine grassland ecosystem in the QTP provide an excellent evalua-
tion environment to fill the gaps in mapping the continuous cover of INWS across complex
grassland ecosystems on a large scale. Accordingly, we proposed the following research
hypotheses: (1) INWS continuous cover (%) can be estimated at the pixel level in alpine
grassland ecosystems over a large scale and (2) the CNNR model can provide powerful
support for mapping INWS continuous cover (%) at the pixel level. To test our hypotheses,
we developed an operational workflow where a proposed novel CNNR model was trained
and validated through a combination of Sentinel-2 data and field-collected reference data.
The fitted CNNR model was then applied to generate an INWS continuous cover (%) spatial
map. For comparison, we also used a random forest regression model trained with selected
features to compare the performance of the CNNR model in INWS continuous cover (%)
mapping efficiency at the pixel level across a complex alpine grassland ecosystem over a
large spatial area.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area was the eastern part of the Three River Headwaters Region (TRHR),
the hinterland of the QTP (Figure 1). This area is situated at an average altitude of over
4500 m above sea level, longitude from 98.8◦E to 99.2◦E, and latitude from 35.0◦N to 35.3◦N.
The TRHR is the headstream of three important rivers, the Yangtze River, Yellow River,
and Lancang (Mekong) River; therefore, it is known as “China’s Water Tower” and is a
critical ecological barrier to China [19,81]. The TRHR experiences a continental plateau
climate, and the annual precipitation ranges from ~260 mm to ~780 mm, which is variable
in space and time. Approximately 80% of the annual rainfall is concentrated from June to
September, which is the peak growing season, and decreases from southeast to northwest.
The annual average temperature ranges from ~−6◦ C to ~−4 ◦C and has significant diurnal
variation [19,82–85]. Sampling sites were selected for sufficient quantities of original and
invasive noxious weed plants, with high accessibility and homogenous grass communities.
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b1) imagery.

2.2. Ground Reference Data Collection

A field survey was conducted from 8 August to 22 August 2019, during the peak grow-
ing season in the study area (mid-August), later than the Sentinel-2 data acquisition date.
We previously designed the sampling route in the lab based on our pre-known information.
We set our sample sites in a homogenous community in which native species and INWS
existed. At each sample site, we set up two 30 m × 30 m sample plots that were >100 m
apart between each plot (Figure 2a). For each sample plot, nine 1 m × 1 m independent
subplots were set in four directions extending from the plot’s center (Figure 2b). Several
ecological measurements, including native species coverage, INWS coverage, dominant
plant species, and bare soil coverage, were collected. Coordination information with an
accuracy of ~0.5 m, which consisted of altitude, latitude, and longitude, was recorded in
the plot center by using Trimble Geo 7X handheld submeter GPS units for each subplot.
Additionally, all the 30 m × 30 m sample plots were more than 100 m from roads and rivers
to reduce their influence. Moreover, from the literature and the information from local
herdsmen and the manager of the Sanjiangyuan Nation Nature Reserve, we obtained the
occurrence information that INWSs often occur in riverine and low-land flattened areas
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where it is easy to graze. Moreover, considering the ability of our team to work in the
high-elevation plateau environment, we finally set our survey sites at around or below an
elevation of 4500 m. Finally, 88 sampling points were selected in the study area (Figure 1c).
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2.3. Sentinel-2 Data Acquisition and Processing

In this study, four cloud-free, level-1 Sentinel-2A satellite image scenes (Figure 1b) were
acquired from the ESA. The data were acquired on 25 July 2019, during the peak growing
season in the study area. The data acquired included 13 bands spanning from visible (VIS)
and near-infrared (NIR) to shortwave infrared (SWIR) with different spatial resolutions
that ranged from 10 m to 60 m [86]. The default processing that involved atmospheric
and topographic correction was performed with Sen2Cor in the Sentinel-2 toolbox in the
Sentinel Application Platform (SANP) V 8.0 [87]. Regarding the bands, bands 1, 9, and
10 designed for aerosols, cirrus detection, and the estimation of water vapor (radiometric
correction purposes) had a relatively coarse spatial resolution (60 m) [88]; for our purpose
in this study, they were therefore excluded from our data. The remaining four bands with
10 m spatial resolution, band 2 (490 nm), band 3 (560 nm), band 4 (665 nm), and band 8
(842 nm), and six bands with 20 m spatial resolution, band 5 (705 nm), band 6 (740 nm),
band 7 (783 nm), band 8a (865 nm), band 11 (1610 nm), and band 12 (2190 nm), were used
for further analysis. For ease of analysis, all the bands with 20 m spatial resolution were
resampled to 10 m resolution by using the cubic convolutional method and then the data
were mosaicked and clipped by the study area boundary (Figure 1c).

2.4. Random Forest Regression
2.4.1. Random Forest Regression Algorithm

Random forest (RF) is an ensemble-learning algorithm that combines a large set of
decision trees developed by [89] to make a prediction; it is an ensemble for classification or
regression tasks that generate categorical and continuous values. As a machine learning
method, RF is robust against overfitting, can perform well with up to thousands of ex-
planatory variables, and has been considered one of the best machine learning algorithms
compared to other machine learning algorithms, such as the support vector machine (SVM)
model [90,91]. In RF, trees are built using a deterministic algorithm by selecting a random
set of features and a random vector sample from the training dataset [92]. Because the
random vector samples are independent and there is no correlation problem between
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each decision tree in the forest, the RF does not require a hypothesis of a prior probabil-
ity distribution; therefore, it is flexible and stable [91,93]. In regression tasks, the output
result of the RF regressor (RFR) is based on the average result of all the prediction values
from the inter-decision trees. Moreover, the inter-decision trees also determine the feature
importance used to describe the influence degree of a feature on the RFR results. RFRs
have been widely used in vegetation biomass estimation [94], yield prediction [95], soil
moisture estimation [91], and air quality monitoring [96], among others [97]. The prediction
procedure of the RFR model was as follows:

First, select a bootstrap sample of size N from the full training datasets. Then, grow
a random forest tree fi to the bootstrapped data and repeat the steps for each terminal
node of the tree to achieve the minimum node size. Select m variables from the p variables
randomly; next, pick the best variable among the selected m variables (mtry) and then split
the node into two branch nodes. Finally, output the ensemble of trees { fi}N

1 . Making a
regression prediction at a new point x can be presented as Equation (1):

ŷ =
1
N ∑N

i=1 fi(x) (1)

where ŷ is the regression prediction output, N is the total number of regression trees (ntree),
and fi(x) is the regression prediction of the ith decision tree at point x.

There are two important parameters in RFRs: the user-defined number of different
predictors (features) tested at each node (mtry) and the user-defined number of regression
trees grown based on a bootstrap sample of the observations (ntree) [92,97]. In this study,
we optimized the two parameters by using the root mean square error of the calibration
method. Through multiple iterations, the number of regression trees (ntree) was set to 800
and the number of different feature tests at each node (mtry) was set to 7. In our study, the
RFR model was implemented in the Python 3.9 environment.

2.4.2. Feature Extraction

The CNNR can extract features from the imagery itself by a convolutional operation;
however, the feature-driven random forest regression model requires relative features for
modeling as vegetation indices are considered powerful and are widely used indicators
in vegetation continuous cover mapping and species discrimination [98,99]. In this study,
except for the reflectance information provided by the spectral bands, we also derived
many VIs that were assumed to contribute to INWS cover in this study. The VIs used
in this study were selected due to their previous performance in plant species detection
and discrimination [19,99–103]. The VIs used in this study included simple ratio indices,
plant anthocyanin-related indices, and red-edge-related indices. In addition, principal
component analysis (PCA) bands were also applied. Some studies also derived texture
information for vegetation applications [93]. However, previous similar studies in the same
study area already demonstrated that texture features are weak for INWS detection [100].
Therefore, texture features were not used in our study. Eventually, the feature band
reflectance, vegetation index, and principal component analysis bands were derived from
Sentinel-2 imagery and used in the random forest regression model (Table 1).

Table 1. Features derived from Sentinel-2 data.

Feature Types Indices Description Reference

Bands B2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8a, 11,
and 12

The reflectance bands that excluded three atmospheric bands 1,
9, and 10

Vegetation indices

NDVI NDVI = (Band 8 − Band 4)/(Band 8 + Band 4)
[19]SVI SVI = (Band 8 − Band 6)/(Band 8 + Band 6)

GNDVI GNDVI = (Band 8 − Band 3)/(Band 8 + Band 3) [80]

nGNDVI nGNDVI = (Band 7 − Band 3)/(Band 7 + Band 3) [100]
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Table 1. Cont.

Feature Types Indices Description Reference

Vegetation indices

SAVI SAVI = 1.5[(Band 8 − Band 4)/(Band 8 + Band 4 + 0.5)] [19]

ARI1 ARI1 = Band 3−1 − Band 5−1 [104,105]

ARI2 ARI2 = Band 8 × [Band 3−1 − Band 5−1] [104,106]

CIgreen CIgreen = (Band 7/Band 3) − 1 [19]

CIgreen1 CIgreen1 = (Band 8/Band 3) − 1
[107]CIred-edge1 CIred-edge1 = Band 8a/Band 5 − 1

CIred-edge2 CIred-edge2 = Band 7/Band 5 − 1

VIRRE1 VIRRE1 = Band 8/Band 5

[19]
VIRRE1 VIRRE2 = Band 8/Band 6
VIRRE3 VIRRE3 = Band 8/Band 7

GR ration GR = Band 3/Band 2

PCA PC 1, PC2, PC3 First component (PC1), second component (PC 2), and third
component (PC3) of the principal component analysis result

The table contains the feature type and their extraction method. The VI calculation formulas are bands from
Sentinel-2 data.

2.5. Proposed CNN Regression Method

The continuous cover of INWS is known to be an important structural factor indicator
because it reflects the composition and distribution of vegetation in a grassland ecosystem,
which has a significant impact on grassland health and productivity. However, due to the
small physical size of INWS, their coexistence with native grass species within the alpine
grassland community, limitations in data sources, and effective estimation methods, it is
difficult to obtain accurate continuous cover of INWS over large scales. The aforementioned
advantages of Sentinel-2 and DL algorithms in the introduction motivated us to develop
a novel CNN regression model (InwsRCNN) to map INWS continuous cover at the pixel
level (10 m spatial resolution) with Sentinel-2 imagery.

2.5.1. Model Definition

Convolutional layers are the basic blocks of building CNNs. Through the convolution
operation in several dimensions, a convolutional layer can extract features from input
data automatically and accomplish an estimation task. Regarding regression problems,
regression results are output with a regressor layer [54,108]. In this study, a deep CNN
using forward and backward propagation was constructed consisting of a convolutional
layer, a batch normalization layer, an activation function, a fully connected layer, and an
estimation (output) layer. The input data were fed into the convolutional layer with a shape
of W × H × C, where W, H, and C are the width, height, and number of channels of the
input data, respectively. After the data input, the convolution operation was applied to the
input data with convolution filters that had a shape of fW × fH × n, where fW, fH, and
n are the width, height, and depth of the filter, respectively. The output data shape was
[((W + 2P − fW) − 1)/S] × [((H + 2P − fH) − 1)/S] × n, where P and S represent padding
and stride, respectively. Next, a batch normalization layer was applied for regulation [109],
and an activation function [110] activated the convolution layers. The output of the first
convolution block was fed to the next convolution block with a deeper filter size to extract
high-level features. When all the convolution block operations were accomplished, the
output was passed to the fully connected layer [111] with a flattening operation; afterward,
the outputs of the fully connected layer were fed to the final output layer.

2.5.2. Network Architecture

The proposed InwsRCNN consists of seven layers that include one input layer, three
convolution layers and batch normalization layers, two fully connected layers, and a
regression layer (Figure 3). In this study, the input images were point-centered and each
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image patch comprised the neighborhood pixels centered on the field observation point.
Therefore, during convolutional processing, the internal filters could extract the spatial
and spectral features of the neighborhood pixels surrounding the center point of the input
patch, which meant that the features around the field observation points were considered.
Since our Sentinel-2 data had a 10 m spatial resolution, we initially defined a 3 × 3-pixel
neighborhood as the input patch size, which corresponded to covering a 900 m2 area on the
ground. A 2D convolution kernel was used in this study to automatically match the input
image patch [112]; therefore, the filter shape was 1 × 1 × 10, where 1 × 1 (width × height)
is the filter width and height and 10 is the band number of the Sentinel-2 data in this
study. All the feature maps consisted of the immediate spatial dimension and included
all available values across the image patch channels. Although other types of activation
existed (e.g., linear, tanh, etc.), in this study, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [113] activation
function was used for all layers’ activation. For the last regressor (output) layer, a linear
function was applied to produce the real continuous cover value of INWS. In our proposed
CNNs, we devoided the pooling layer, which aimed to downscale the operators to reduce
the number of parameters and the computational volume because the input image size was
already small and without translation variance issues.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing the convolutional neural network regression model used in
this study. The input layer was composed of Sentinel-2 imagery and the fiend observation point with
INWS continuous cover, three convolutional layers, two fully connected layers, and a regression layer
with a sigmoid activation function for INWS continuous cover estimation. Conv + BN + ReLU repre-
sents the convolutional layer followed by the batch normalization layer and ReLU activation function.

2.5.3. Loss Function and Experimental Setting

Finally, for network simulation, since our objective involved a regression task, a mean
square propagation (RMSprop) optimizer that updates learning rates automatically was
used for network optimization, and the loss of the network was calculated by using the
mean squared error (MSE). The training and test datasets were randomly split into 70%
and 30% of the total training samples. For the parameter settings, the initial learning rate
was set to 0.001, the batch size was set to 32, and training epochs were set to 100. For
comparison, we also tested different input image patch sizes, which ranged from 5 × 5 to
7 × 7, 9 × 9, 11 × 11, 13 × 13, and 15 × 15 (Figure 4). The training and experiments in this
study were carried out using the Windows 10 system, Intel i7-8700, and 32-GB memory
hardware with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660 GPU (16 GB of RAM) with a computing
capability of 7.5 to accelerate the training process. The CNN model was built with the
TensorFlow 2.10.0 framework [114] in a Python 3.9 environment.
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2.6. Accuracy Assessment

In this study, to ensure that all the samples were tested, we repeatedly ran the RFR
model and CNNR model ten times and assessed the models’ performance at estimating
INWS continuous cover by using the coefficient of determination (R2), mean absolute error
(MAE), and root mean square error (RMSE). The formulas of R2, MAE, and RMSE are
presented in Equations (2)–(4). R2 was used to evaluate the correlation between estimations
and observations, while MAE and RMSE were measures of the errors between the estima-
tion and observations. In this study, INWS continuous cover was estimated by RFR and
InwsRCNN between the field-collected INWS cover. More information regarding R2, MAE,
and RMSE can be found in previous studies [115–117].

R2 = 1 − ∑n
i=1(Oi − Pi)

2/
∑n

i=1

(
Oi − P

)2
(2)

MAE =
1
N ∑n

i=1|Oi − Pi| (3)

RMSE =

√
1
N ∑n

i=1(Oi − Pi)
2

(4)

where Pi is the estimated INWS continuous cover (%), Oi is the observed INWS continuous
cover (%), P is the mean of the predicted INWS cover (%), and N is the total number
of samples.

3. Results
3.1. Observation Analysis of INWS Cover

The field-observed INWS cover measurements over 88 sampling sites are shown in
Table 2. Overall, the INWS cover across the study area was kept at a low level. The average
INWS cover observed was 0.29, the lowest cover was 0.05, and the highest cover reached
0.62. Figure 5 displays the distribution of the observed INWS cover information. Figure 5a
shows that the observed INWS cover exhibited a normal distribution and was mainly
concentrated between 0.1 and 0.5. Figure 5b–d shows the variations in INWS cover along
the longitude, latitude, and elevation directions. We observed no significant variations
between the INWS cover and longitude and latitude changes in our study area, which may
have been because our study area was quite small, covering 3 km × 3.8 km. However, the
variation along the longitude change (R2 = 0.06) was more obvious than that along the
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latitude change (R2 = 0.01). For the elevation change, we also did not detect significant
variation between INWS cover and the altitude change (R2 = 0.01); however, we found that
our sampling sites were concentrated in an altitude range between 4150 m and 4250 m
above sea level. Additionally, in this range, INWS cover was lower than in the remaining
regions (Figure 5d).

Table 2. Statistical measures of field-observed INWS cover (%).

Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation Sample Points

INWS cover (%) 0.05 0.62 0.29 0.12 88
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3.2. RFR Model Evaluation

Table 3 shows the accuracy of the RFR model at INWS continuous cover estimation
with different features derived from Sentinel-2 imagery for the study area. As shown in
Table 3, overall, the RFR model using features derived from Sentinel-2 imagery achieved
an R2 of approximately 85% and MAE and RMSE values of approximately 0.037 and 0.045,
respectively. The highest R2 values with the lowest MAE and RMSE values of 0.85, 0.0369%,
and 0.0444% were obtained by the RFR model using the combination of Sentinel-2 bands
and VIs. The features with VIs obtained higher R2, MAE, and RMSE values, and the RFR
model using only Sentinle-2 information acquired the lowest R2 and relatively higher MAE
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and RMSE values, demonstrating the potential of VIs derived from Sentinel-2 imagery for
estimating INWS continuous cover in the study area.

Table 3. Estimation of INWS continuous cover with features derived from Sentinel-2 imagery by the
random forest regression (RFR) model over the study area.

Features R2 MAE (%) RMSE (%)

Bands 0.8364 0.0377 0.0464
VIs 0.8502 0.0369 0.0444

Bands + VIs 0.8505 0.0369 0.0444
PCA + VIs 0.8475 0.0372 0.0448

Bands + PCA + VIs 0.8481 0.0373 0.0447

Figure 6 displays the results of feature selection for different features used in the RFR
model. Figure 6a shows that in Sentinel-2 band features, red edge1, NIR 2, green, red edge2,
and red edge3 were more important than other bands. For VI features, Cire1, VIRRE3, GR,
Cire2, ARI1, VIRRE2, SVI, and VIRRE1 showed higher importance than the remaining VI
features (Figure 6b). In the combination of Sentinel-2 bands and VIs, the features of red
edge1, VIRRE3, NIR 2, Cire1, red edge2, and GR showed obviously higher importance than
the other features (Figure 6c). In the PC and VI features, PC2, Cire1, VIRRE3, PC3, GR,
Cire2, and ARI1 were considered more important than the remaining features (Figure 6d).
Finally, Figure 6e shows that in all combinations of Sentinel-2 bands, PCA, and VI features,
the importance of red edge1, VIRRE3, NIR2, Cire1, PC3, GR, Cire2, red edge2, green, red
edge3, PC2, and ARI1 was higher than that of the remaining features. A comprehensive
comparison between the five feature combinations indicated that among Sentinel-2 bands,
PCs, and VIs, five Sentinel-2 bands (red edge1, NIR2, red edge2, red edge3, and Green),
five VIs (Cire1, VIRRE3, GR, Cire2, and ARI1), and two PCs (PC2 and PC3) were selected
as important features. Additionally, the VIs of SVI, VIRRE1, and VIRRE2 also showed
high importance. Further analysis revealed that the selected important features among
Sentinel-2 reflectance bands and VIs were all related to red-edge, green, and NIR bands,
which consistently revealed that the green, red-edge, and NIR bands in Sentinel-2 imagery
were more important for the RFR model in estimating INWS continuous cover in the
study area.
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3.3. InwsRCNN Model Evaluation

Table 4 shows the accuracy of the CNNR model at estimating INWS continuous cover
with Sentinel-2 imagery across alpine grasslands over a large scale. Overall, as shown in
Table 4, the CNNR model obtained a high R2 of approximately 90% along with a low MAE
and RMSE of approximately 0.20% and 0.03%, respectively. For our base input patch size
(3 × 3), the CNNR model using Sentinel-2 reflectance bands obtained an R2 of 0.88 along
with an MAE and RMSE of 0.023% and 0.033%, respectively. The CNNR model using
PCs achieved an R2 of 0.92, which was higher than that using Sentinel-2 reflectance bands,
while the MAE and RMSE values were 0.018% and 0.027%, respectively, which were lower
than those using Sentinel-2 reflectance bands. The highest R2 obtained by the CNNR
model using Sentinel-2 bands was 0.92, along with the lowest MAE and RMSE of 0.017%
and 0.026%, respectively, with a 5 × 5 input patch size. The highest R2 achieved by the
CNNR model using PCA was 0.93 with a 13 × 13 input patch size, and the lowest MAE
and RMSE obtained were 0.016% and 0.025%, respectively, with an 11 × 11 input patch
size. A comparison indicated that the CNNR model with the PCA data source acquired
a higher R2 and lower MAE and RMSE than that with the Sentinel-2 reflectance bands,
with a 0.04 improvement in R2 and a −0.004 and −0.0.006 decrease in MAE and RMSE,
respectively. For the input image size, compared to our base input patch size, there was
a 0.04 improvement in R2 and a −0.005 and −0.007 decrease in MAE and MRSE for the
CNNR model using Sentinel-2 reflectance bands and a 0.01 improvement in R2 and a
−0.001 and −0.002 decrease in MAE and MRSE using PCA. The results demonstrated that
the CNNR model using Sentinel-2 imagery could achieve high accuracy when estimating
INWS continuous cover, and there were no significant results variations among using the
reflectance of PCA or between smaller and larger input image sizes.
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Table 4. Estimation of INWS continuous cover by the CNNR model with Sentinel-2 bands and PCA
bands over the study area.

Bands PCA

Input Patch Size R2 MAE RMSE R2 MAE (%) RMSE (%)

3 × 3 0.8782 0.0225 0.0332 0.9170 0.0181 0.0268
5 × 5 0.9163 0.0172 0.0262 0.9082 0.0188 0.0280
7 × 7 0.8982 0.0193 0.0301 0.8923 0.0197 0.0296
9 × 9 0.8804 0.0196 0.0306 0.9116 0.0164 0.0273

11 × 11 0.9009 0.0197 0.0290 0.9252 0.0160 0.0250
13 × 13 0.9081 0.0195 0.0288 0.9310 0.0170 0.0254
15 × 15 0.9087 0.0184 0.0285 0.9060 0.0189 0.0281

3.4. Model Performance

Figure 7 displays the scatterplots of the observed and estimated INWS continuous
cover for the RFR and InwsRCNN models. Compared to the RFR model, the CNNR model
using Sentinel-2 reflectance bands and PCA more closely captured the INWS continuous
cover observations, particularly those showing higher INWS cover values; in particular,
the CNNR model using PCA obtained the best performance (Figure 7c). Additionally,
compared to the RFR model, the slope of the linear line (black solid line in Figure 7) fitted
to the CNNR model estimations was closer to one, indicating the better performance of
the CNNR model in INWS continuous cover estimation. Overall, Figure 7 also shows that
all estimation models underestimated the INWS cover level, especially the RFR model
(Figure 7a), while CNNR models were less likely to do so (Figure 7b,c).
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3.5. Spatial Distribution of the Estimated INWS Continuous Cover in the Study Area

Figure 8 displays the spatial patterns of the estimated INWS continuous cover in the
study area. Figure 8a shows that the INWS cover was mainly distributed at an altitude of
4000 m to 4500 m above sea level, particularly in the region from 4200 m to 4300 m above
sea level, accounting for over a quarter of the total INWS cover. This was approximately
consistent with our field observations of INWS cover (Section 3.1, Figure 5), which were
in line with expectations. Additionally, the estimated INWS continuous cover across the
study area was kept at a low level, which was particularly obvious in the results from
the RFR model, and the INWS cover obtained by the RFR model also showed a gradual
transition. There were many high- or low-value areas presented, while the results acquired
by the CNNR models showed a naturally gradual transition pattern, especially the results
obtained by the CNNR model with PCA. Nonetheless, we could still observe that the
higher-level INWS cover was distributed in the piedmont, lowland, and flattened-valley
areas in the mountains since these areas are more accessible and, therefore, more human
activities occur, such as grazing, which have more impacts on native grass species and
benefit INWS growth and reproduction.
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model with PCA. The areas covered except grassland were masked using land cover/use data.
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4. Discussion
4.1. RFR and CNNR Model Performance in Mapping INWS Continuous Cover

In this study, the RFR model with different features derived from the Sentinel-2
imagery map of INWS continuous cover achieved an R2 of approximately 0.85 along with
an MAE and RMSE of approximately 0.037% and 0.045%, respectively (Table 3). The results
we obtained were lower than those for mapping the fraction cover of invasive alien plants
in a dryland ecosystem in Africa [118], which achieved an accuracy of 0.92. The reason
may be due to the background ecosystem in this area, which is relatively simple, and the
targeted species have a large leaf area and are easily detected by remote sensors. Compared
to the study that also detected small-physical-size invasive species across grasslands with
the RF classifier, which achieved an accuracy ranging from 68.0% to 71.3% [22], our result
is acceptable for the mapping of the continuous cover of INWS. The selected important
features derived from Sentinel-2 imagery were green-, red-edge-, and NIR band-related
reflectance bands or vegetation indices (Section 3.2 and Table 1), demonstrating that red-
edge and NIR bands in Sentinel-2 imagery were sensitive to INWS detection in this study,
which is in line with previous studies using Sentinel-2 imagery for mapping woody invasive
species [6]. Our results suggest the potential of the RFR model and Sentinel-2 imagery to
estimate continuous INWS cover across alpine grasslands at a large scale.

Compared to the RFR model, the CNNR model in our study achieved a higher accuracy.
The R2 had an improvement ranging from 4.18% to 8.05%, along with a decrease in MAE
and RMSE ranging from −2.05% to 1.52% and −1.9% to −1.16%, respectively. The linear
fit also showed that the CNNR model performed better than the RFR model (Figure 7).
Our results suggest that the CNNR model outperformed RFR at estimating continuous
INWS cover across alpine grasslands in the study area. This finding is consistent with those
of previous studies using CNN applications [48,119]. Ref. [47] leveraged convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to map the invasive plant species leafy spurge (Euphorbia virgata)
across a heterogeneous ecosystem in the USA with Worldview-2 imagery and obtained
an accuracy of 96.1%. Furthermore, CNNR has prosperity in many continuous variable
estimation applications [93,112,120–122], particularly in the field of atmospheric pollution
monitoring. Ref. [119] leveraged a deep convolutional neural network and achieved a
correlation coefficient (R) of 0.91 when estimating ground-level NO2 concentrations with a
combination of station observation data and remote sensing data in TX, USA, outperforming
the use of RFR, support vector machine regression (SVMR), and multiple linear regression
(MLR). These findings suggest the potential of CNNR to estimate INWS continuous cover
and other continuous variables.

Our results showed that the accuracy of CNNR is not significantly influenced by the
input image patch size. Overall, a larger input image patch size obtained a higher R2 and
lower MAE and RMSE when estimating INWS continuous cover (Table 4). This is mainly
attributed to the larger patch size containing more spatial–spectral information (Figure 4).
For example, the input image patch size of 5 × 5 covered an area of 2500 m2, which was 64%
larger than the 3 × 3 image patch size in the Sentinel-2 imagery, which had a 10 m spatial
resolution. Although the larger input image size achieved higher accuracy, according to
our results, there were no significant accuracy improvements among different input image
patch sizes (Table 4). The base input image patch size (3 × 3) still acquired a comparable
accuracy. Moreover, since our field observation was across a 30 m × 30 m sample plot that
covered an area of 3 × 3 pixels in the Sentinel-2 imagery, the base input image patch size
gave the CNNR model a more substantial capacity to reflect the finer-detailed ground-truth
information of the INWS and showed a more credible result of estimated INWS cover.
Thus, in this study, we found that the relatively smaller input image patch size for the
CNNR model was more appropriate for extracting nonlinear spatial–spectral features of the
INWS within the image patch and fit better with the heterogeneous information provided
than with a larger input image patch size. Previous studies have also shown that the input
window size influences the performance of CNNR [94,96,123]. Studies have demonstrated
that a smaller input image patch size advantageously represents the contextual features of
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broadened objects compared to a larger input image patch, while a larger input image size
would be more suitable to extract deeper features characterizing larger-scale objects by a
CNN model [124,125]. Ref. [112] found that using 3 × 3 pixels in Sentinel-2 imagery, which
covered an area of 900 m2, provided optimal results for estimating water chlorophyll-a
concentrations with a CNNR model [112]. Therefore, our results in this study demonstrate
that a smaller input image patch size is more suitable for estimating INWS continuous
cover using Sentinel-2 imagery with a CNNR model, and an appropriate input image patch
size is important to the CNNR model for estimating continuous distributed variables.

Although quite high accuracy was obtained both with RFR and the CNNR model for
estimating INWS cover in this study, there were still significant differences between the two
algorithms, such as the different patterns of INWS cover over the region in the top left of
the study area (Figure 8b–d). According to the field survey, this area is a floodplain; during
the wet season or after rain and flooding, it becomes a temporary swamp, and INWS cover
in this area is quite low. Figure 8b–d show that the estimation results of INWS cover by the
feature-based RFR model were higher than those of the CNNR model since the estimation
results of the CNNR model were generally consistent with the actual situation from the field
observation during the field survey, while the estimation of the RFR model differed from
the actual situation. We think the possible reasons for this phenomenon may be attributed
to model ability and ground-truth samples. Firstly, the variations in the information capture
ability between machine learning and deep learning algorithms caused the feature-based
RFR model to not accurately capture the low INWS cover features in this area, resulting in
an overestimation of the real INWS cover, while the deep feature extraction ability offered
by the deep learning algorithms could provide more information for the low-INWS-cover
area. Secondly, the lack of ground-truth data in this area (Figure 1c) overfitted the machine
learning model and resulted in an overestimation of the INWS cover in this area because
this area is inaccessible due to the soft and mushy ground face. Although the reasons
mentioned above have not been confirmed at present, we are collecting more data and
conducting more experiments to verify this. Therefore, we suggest that when conducting
similar studies, the number of samples and the stability between the models should be
taken into careful consideration.

4.2. Limitations

We leveraged RFR and a novel CNNR model to estimate the INWS continuous cover
across alpine grassland; the model performance was overall high as the R2, MAE, and
RMSE remained stable across the RFR and CNNR models. The R2 for the RFR model
remained stable at approximately 0.85 for all features, along with MAE and RMSE values
below 0.04 and 0.05, respectively. For the CNNR model, either using Sentinel-2 reflectance
bands or principal component features, the R2 remained stable at approximately 90% and
the MAE and RMSE were below 0.02 and 0.03, respectively. However, the scatter plots
showed that the overall performance for both the RFR and CNNR models underestimated
INWS continuous cover (Figure 7). Additionally, we observed that lower INWS cover was
overestimated while higher INWS cover was underestimated, which was especially clear
from the results of the CNNR model with Sentinel-2 reflectance bands (Figure 7b). This
observation of overestimation for low cover and underestimation for higher cover was also
reported by previous studies in continuous cover estimation [126,127]. Ref. [128] reported
a general overestimate at the low end and an underestimation of fraction cover at the high
end. Furthermore, previous studies also indicated that there is a tendency for pixels with
overall low vegetation cover to be overestimated, which our results confirmed [129,130].
The possible reasons for the over- or underestimation of INWS cover could be the following.
Firstly, the unsolvable spectral similarity among the vegetation types caused bias in the
estimation results, such as those for the mixed and coexisting habitat of INWS and native
grass species, leading to a similarity in the spectral reflectance, making it difficult to
accurately estimate the INWS cover, which is consistent with the findings of previous
studies [127]. Secondly, the influence of model architecture and input features on bias in
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this study may also have led to the underestimation of the results. Although deep learning
algorithms were proposed in this study, only a shallow structure was implemented for
feature learning and extraction, which may have restricted the feature extraction ability
as the features inputted into the machine learning model were manually extracted; this
method may have been unable to meet the requirements for accurately estimating INWS
cover with a machine learning model. Additionally, the findings of this bias observed
could also have been due to the low overall level of INWS cover in the study area and
the small high-cover sample size (Figure 5). The unbalanced cover range also resulted in
estimation bias.

In addition, the limited ground observation samples are another factor that influ-
enced the regression performance. CNNs require more ground-truth training datasets to
overcome model overfitting [46]. Previous studies indicated that in the field of vegetation
remote sensing applications, most of the reference ground-truth data were commonly
acquired through field survey-based collection using in situ plots or point observations [39].
However, field surveys normally require many resources, such as a professional team,
transportation, and equipment investment, and the high costs involved constrain large-
scale, long-term collection work; therefore, field survey-based reference data collection is
usually limited in quantity and quality. Additionally, the natural environment of the study
area also impacted the accessibility of sampling activities; in particular, study areas with
harsh environments greatly hinder ground data collection frequency [46]. For example, in
this study, our research objects were unique to the QTP, where the natural environment in
this region is difficult to work in due to the high altitude, rough terrain, and sparse oxygen
content in the air, greatly hampering our ground-truth data collection activities, resulting
in limited sampling data (88 sample plots) for this study. The limited ground-truth data in
this study introduced uncertainty into the estimation model, such as the different INWS
distribution patterns shown in the top left region of the study area (Figure 8b–d), which may
have been caused by the lack of efficient ground-truth samples in this area. Furthermore,
since our study area was small in this study, the effect of limited ground-truth data was not
obvious in the result, and we still obtained high accuracy (Table 3). However, in large-scale
area applications, the disadvantages of limited ground-truth data would be magnified and
significantly impact the reliability and generalizability of the results. Therefore, studies
have indicated that deep learning-based geoscience models are usually under-constrained,
owing to the limitations of representative reference data [52]. Since field-based surveys
remain challenging in large reference dataset collection, recently, more alternative methods
to collect reference data instead of using field-based surveys have been proposed, such as
the use of UAVs as an alternative for field sampling to map woody invasive species [6].

5. Conclusions

Mapping the continuous cover of invasive species at a large scale is essential for
invasive species management and control. In this study, we proposed a workflow to
accomplish the following: (1) investigate the ability of the CNNR model to estimate
INWS continuous cover (%) at the pixel level and (2) assess the capability of Sentinel-2
satellite imagery for large-scale INWS continuous cover mapping across complex grassland
ecosystems. The CNNR model using Sentinel-2 imagery showed relatively high accuracy
in estimating INWS continuous cover and achieved an overall R2 of 0.90 along with MAE
and RMSE values below 0.002 and 0.003, respectively, either with reflectance bands or
PCA. The RFR model using multiple features derived from Sentinel-2 obtained comparable
accuracy for INWS continuous cover estimation, with an R2 of approximately 0.85 along
with an MAE and RMSE of approximately 0.04 and 0.05, respectively. There were five
Sentinel-2 band features, red edge1, NIR2, red edge2, red edge3, and green; five VI features,
Cire1, VIRRE3, GR, Cire2, and ARI1; and two PCA features, PC2 and PC3, that made
important contributions to the RFR model. This demonstrates the potential of the green
band, red edge bands, and NIR band in Sentinel-2 imagery to map continuous INWS
cover. We concluded that a random forest regression model combined with Sentinel-2
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imagery-derived features can be used for continuous INWS cover mapping. The CNNR
model performed much better than the RFR model at estimating INWS continuous cover
directly from Sentinel-2 imagery. Moreover, the Sentinel-2 imagery was suitable for INWS
continuous cover mapping across complex alpine grassland ecosystems at a large scale,
particularly the red-edge and near-infrared bands.
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